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ABSTRACT: Electrochemical reduction of CO2 is an attractive technique for
reducing CO2 emission and converting it into useful chemicals, but it suffers from
high overpotential, low efficiency or poor product selectivity. Here, N-doped
nanodiamond/Si rod array (NDD/Si RA) was proposed as an efficient nonmetallic
electrocatalyst for CO2 reduction. It preferentially and rapidly converted CO2 to
acetate over formate with an onset potential of −0.36 V (vs RHE), overcoming the
usual limitation of low selectivity for C2 products. Moreover, faradic efficiency of
91.2−91.8% has been achieved for CO2 reduction at −0.8 to −1.0 V. Its superior
performance for CO2 reduction can be attributed to its high overpotential for
hydrogen evolution and N doping, where N-sp3C species was highly active for CO2
reduction. Electrokinetic data and in situ infrared spectrum revealed the main
pathway for CO2 reduction might be CO2 → CO2

•− → (COO)2
• → CH3COO

−.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the main energy sources, fossil fuels have been used
worldwide and led to increased emission of CO2 (greenhouse
gas). Converting CO2 into valuable fuels or chemicals is an
attractive solution to prevent CO2 accumulation in atmosphere.
The approaches for CO2 conversion include radiochemical,
thermochemical, biochemical, photochemical, and electro-
chemical methods.1−4 Among them, electrochemical reduction
is favored because it can be powered by a renewable electricity
source, proceeds at moderate temperature and atmospheric
pressure, and the products can be tuned by varying reaction
conditions.4,5 Fuel or chemical synthesis using CO2, H2O, and
renewable energy is a simplified artificial photosynthesis, which
is of great interest for the development of sustainable energy
economy. Challenges for electrochemical reduction of CO2 are
the development of active and robust electrocatalysts, which
should have high efficiency, low overpotential for selectively
reducing CO2 to one or two of many possible products (C1:
CO, CH4, CH3OH, HCOOH. C2: C2H4, C2H5OH,
CH3COOH, etc.) while inhibiting hydrogen evolution.
Converting CO2 to C2 products are favorable because
industrial synthesis of C2 products is usually more complicated
and energy intensive than that of C1 products.
Various metal electrocatalysts (such as Au, Ag, Pt, Cu, Sn)

have been extensively studied for electrochemical reduction of
CO2.

6−10 Unfortunately, for many polycrystalline metals, they
suffered from one or more of the following problems: low
efficiency due to hydrogen evolution, poor product selectivity,
high overpotential, easy deactivation, and limited supply of
noble metals. Recently, researches attempted to improve their
performance from structure design, employing ionic liquid,
metal oxides or metal chalcogenides.11−15 Meanwhile, it has

been discovered that nonmetallic electrocatalysts based on
carbon were also active for electrochemical reduction.16−18

Only a few carbon electrocatalysts have been reported for CO2
reduction, including B-doped diamond, N-doped graphitic
carbon and cobalt complex modified diamond.18−21 Notably,
these electrocatalysts all convert CO2 to C1 products. Despite
the progress, it is still desirable to develop robust carbon
electrocatalysts with low overpotential, high efficiency and fast
kinetics for CO2 reduction, especially converting CO2 to C2
products.
N-doped nanodiamond is advantageous over metal and other

semiconductors for electrocatalysis due to its interesting
properties. Its overpotential for hydrogen evolution is higher
than most reported electrocatalysts,22 including metals, B-
doped diamond and graphitic carbon materials. During the
process of CO2 reduction, large overpotential will inhibit H2O
reduction and results in high energy efficiency and fast kinetics
for electrochemical reduction of CO2. Besides, N-doped
nanodiamond has excellent chemical stability even in harsh
media,23 which keeps it highly active for CO2 reduction in a
long-term operation. Moreover, strain and defect sites induced
by N-doping can provide active sites for electrochemical
reaction.24 The positively charged carbon atoms from N
polarization may facilitate the adsorption of CO2 and CO2

•−,
inducing a reduced energy barrier toward electrochemical
reactions. However, to date N-doped diamond has not been
explored for electrocatalytic CO2 reduction as well as the
correlation between N species and CO2 reduction activity.
Here, N-doped nanodiamond/Si rod array (NDD/Si RA)
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electrode was proposed for electrochemical reduction of CO2,
which showed high efficiency, fast kinetics, and good selectivity
for converting CO2 to acetate. The relationship between N
types and CO2 reduction activity was investigated. Electro-
kinetic data and in situ infrared spectrum were employed to
analyze the mechanism for electrochemical reduction of CO2
on NDD/Si RA electrode.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Preparation and Characterization of NDD/Si RA.

The typical process for NDD/Si RA preparation is shown in
Scheme 1. Briefly, the Si (resistivity of 0.001 Ω·cm) RA

substrate was fabricated by photolithography (details have been
described in our previous work22). To increase nucleation
density during NDD film deposition, Si RA substrate was
ultrasonically treated in a nanodiamond suspension. Sub-
sequently, NDD film was deposited on the pretreated substrate
by microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (the
reason for using Si as substrate was illustrated in Supporting
Information). The deposition conditions were as follows:
N2(1.5%)/CH4(1.0%)/H2 (97.5%), pressure 5.6−6.0 kPa,
temperature 450 or 500 °C, time 10 h. The NDD/Si RAs
prepared at 450 and 500 °C were denoted as NDDL/Si RA and
NDDH/Si RA, respectively.
The SEM images (Figure 1) show the morphology of

synthesized NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si RA, which are

vertically aligned rod arrays with NDD/Si rod height about
20.0 μm. NDD films cover the entire substrates without any
noticeable crack, as revealed by the different morphologies
between NDD/Si RAs and Si RA substrate (Figure S1). High-
resolution SEM images show the NDD films are composed of
NDD nanoparticles and the nanoparticle size of NDDL/Si RA
is similar to that of NDDH/Si RA, which is in the range of 30−
120 nm. Two diffraction peaks at 43.9° and 75.3°,
corresponding to (111) and (220) planes of cubic diamond
(JCPDS no. 06-0675), are observed in the XRD spectra of both
NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si RA (Figure S2). These results
demonstrate that NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si RA have similar
morphology and the same crystal structure.

2.2. Electrochemical Reduction of CO2. To evaluate the
electrochemical behavior of NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si RA
electrodes for CO2 reduction, linear sweep voltammetry test
was first performed in CO2 or Ar saturated 0.5 M NaHCO3
solution. As shown in Figure 2, obvious reduction peaks are

observed for both NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si RA electrodes
under CO2 atmosphere, whereas no reduction peak appears at
their linear sweep voltammograms under Ar atmosphere (with
the absence of CO2), demonstrating that CO2 can be
electrochemically reduced on both NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/
Si RA electrodes. The onset potential for CO2 reduction is
−0.36 V (vs RHE) on NDDL/Si RA electrode, much more
positive than that of NDDH/Si RA electrode (−0.60 V). It
should be noted that the onset potential for CO2 reduction on
NDDL/Si RA electrode is also more positive than most of
nonprecious electrocatalysts reported recently.5,14,21

The performance of NDD/Si RA electrodes for electro-
catalytic CO2 reduction was further examined by conducting
constant-potential electrolysis in CO2 saturated NaHCO3
solution. The applied potential for electrolysis was selected in
the range of −0.55 to −1.30 V based on the onset potential for
CO2 reduction and hydrogen evolution on NDD/Si RA
electrodes (Figure 2). During the process of CO2 reduction, the
main products detected were acetate and formate for both
NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si RA electrodes (the Si substrate
was proved to be inert for electrocatalytic CO2 reduction based
on the result of CO2 electrolysis and cyclic voltammograms of
Figure S3). Figure 3 presents their average production rates for
acetate and formate under various potentials, which are
obtained from the data of electrochemical reduction of CO2

Scheme 1. Schematic Illustration of the Process for NDD/Si
RA Preparation

Figure 1. SEM images of (a and b) NDDL/Si RA and (c and d)
NDDH/Si RA.

Figure 2. Linear sweep voltammograms of NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/
Si RA electrodes in Ar (dashed line) or CO2 (solid line) saturated 0.5
M NaHCO3 solution (scan rate of 50 mV s−1).
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for 3 h. Interestingly, NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si RA
electrodes can preferentially convert CO2 to acetate under
any applied potential that CO2 can be reduced in this
experiment. The production rate of acetate is 1.65−1.90
times as great as that of formate for NDDL/Si RA electrode at
−0.55 to −1.30 V, while it is 1.55−1.67 times as great as that of
formate for NDDH/Si RA electrode under the same conditions.
Both production rates of acetate and formate increase when the
potential is negatively shifted from −0.55 to −1.30 V. Under
the same potential, NDDL/Si RA electrode presents larger
production rates for acetate and formate relative to NDDH/Si
RA electrode, suggesting its much faster CO2 conversion rate.
High production rates of acetate have been achieved on
NDDL/Si RA electrode, which are 96.1 mg L−1 h−1 at −1.0 V.
These results suggest the performance of NDDL/Si RA
electrode for electrochemical CO2 reduction is superior to
that of NDDH/Si RA electrode. To verify acetate and formate
derived from CO2 reduction, electrolysis experiment was
performed on NDDL/Si RA electrode in N2 saturated
NaHCO3 solution (without CO2) at −1.0 V. Acetate and
formate were undetectable after electrolysis for 2 h, confirming
acetate and formate were derived from CO2 reduction rather
than HCO3

− reduction.
It has been reported that the type of N species and N-doping

level correlate to electrocatalytic activity of N-doped carbon
materials during oxygen reduction and water splitting.24,25 To
gather insight into the much higher activity of NDDL/Si RA
electrode for CO2 reduction, its N content and the type of N
species were determined by XPS spectrum (Figure 4). The N
content is 2.12 atom % for NDDL/Si RA electrode, similar to

that of NDDH/Si RA electrode (2.30 atom %). Although peaks
associated with N-sp3C (398.7 eV) and N-sp2C (400.1 eV) are
observed on both electrodes, N species of NDDL/Si RA is
dominated by N-sp3C, while the main N species of NDDH/Si
RA is N-sp2C. Since NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si RA
electrodes have the same crystal structure, similar morphology
and N content, it can be deduced that N-sp3C is more active
than N-sp2C for electrocatalytic reduction of CO2. Meanwhile,
in order to understand the influence of N content on CO2
reduction activity, NDDL/Si RA electrodes with N contents of
0.93 and 3.68 atom % were prepared at 450 °C and their
performance for CO2 reduction was investigated at −1.0 V. As
displayed in Figure 5, the production rates for acetate and

formate are significantly enhanced as the N content increases
from 0.93 to 2.12 atom %, indicating increase of N content
promotes CO2 conversion. However, the enhancement is not
obvious when N content is further increased to 3.68 atom %. N
1s XPS spectra reveal that the N specie is also dominated by N-
sp3C for NDDL/Si RA electrodes with N contents of 0.93 and
3.68 atom % (Figure S4). When N content increases from 2.12
to 3.68 atom %, the almost unchanged production rate may be
attributed to the positively shifted hydrogen evolution potential
(Figure S5).
Energy efficiency is one of the major concerns for

electrocatalysis. Achieving high energy efficiency remains a
great challenge for electrocatalytic reduction of CO2. Here,
faradic efficiency for electrochemical reduction of CO2 was
investigated on NDDL/Si RA electrode (its current−time
curves for CO2 electrolysis were presented in Figure S6). Figure
6 illustrates its faradic efficiency for generating acetate and
formate at various potentials. As expected, the faradic efficiency

Figure 3. Production rates of acetate and formate on NDDL/Si RA
and NDDH/Si RA electrodes obtained from electrochemical reduction
of CO2 for 3 h at −0.55 to −1.30 V (CO2 saturated 0.5 M NaHCO3).

Figure 4. N 1s XPS spectra of (a) NDDL/Si RA and (b) NDDH/Si RA
electrodes. The inset shows chemical structure of NDD with (a) N-
sp3C and (b) N-sp2C species.

Figure 5. Production rates of acetate and formate on NDDL/Si RA
electrodes with N contents of 0.93, 2.12, and 3.68 atom % (−1.0 V).

Figure 6. Faradaic efficiency for acetate and formate production for
electrochemical reduction of CO2 on NDDL/Si RA electrode at −0.55
to −1.30 V (CO2 saturated 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution).
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for acetate production is significantly higher than that for
formate production at any potential applied (−0.55 to −1.3 V).
At −0.8 to approximately −1.0 V, the faradic efficiency is about
77.3−77.6% for acetate production and 13.6−14.6% for
formate production. The total faradic efficiency increases
initially (−0.55 to −1.0 V) and then declines as the potential
is negatively shifted, reaching the maximum of 91.8% at −1.0 V.
It is worth noting that the total faradic efficiency of NDDL/Si
RA electrode is comparable to or even much higher than those
of SnO2, Au, boron doped diamond,9,14,18 which are among the
best electrocatalysts for CO2 reduction reported recently. The
faradic efficiency decline at −1.30 V may be attributed to
hydrogen generation, which can be verified from the hydrogen
evolution potential (about −1.10 V vs RHE) in Figure 2.
The stability of NDDL/Si RA electrode for electrochemical

reduction of CO2 was evaluated by 10 successive batches of
CO2 electrolysis at −1.0 V (each batch lasted 3 h). As shown in
Figure S7, the production rates remain around 96.1 mg L−1 h−1

for acetate and 55.2 mg L−1 h−1 for formate during 10
successive batches, indicating no deactivation occurs on
NDDL/Si RA electrode. These results verify the good stability
of NDDL/Si RA electrode for electrochemical reduction of
CO2.
2.3. Discussion. Electrokinetic data were determined to

probe the mechanism of CO2 reduction. Figure 7a shows the

plot of overpotential versus partial current density for acetate
production on NDDL/Si RA electrode (Tafel plot). This plot
presents good linearity with a slope of 77.1 mV dec−1.
Possibilities for the chemical rate-determining step of CO2
reduction include single-electron transfer to CO2 (Tafel slope
about 118 mV dec−1) and single-electron transfer to CO2 prior
to a chemical rate-determining step (Tafel slope about 59 mV
dec−1).11,14,26 The Tafel slope of 77.1 mV dec−1 suggests single-
electron transfer to CO2 is not the rate-determining step for
CO2 reduction. The higher acetate production rate (relative to
formate) on NDDL/Si RA electrode indicates that C−C
coupling is fast once CO2 reduction initiates. To probe the
influence of HCO3

− concentration, electrocatalytic CO2
reduction was carried out at NaHCO3 electrolyte with
concentrations ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 mol L−1 (NaClO4 was
added to the electrolyte to maintain the conductivity). The
current density for CO2 reduction increases linearly with the
concentration of HCO3

− (Figure 7b), indicating dependence of
CO2 reduction rate on HCO3

− concentration. This phenom-
enon can be attributed to proton transfer from HCO3

− (proton
from HCO3

− rather than H2O was explained in Supporting
Information) during CO2 reduction on NDDL/Si RA electrode.
The pathway for electrochemical reduction of CO2 on

NDDL/Si RA electrode was studied by in situ infrared spectrum

with external reflection mode. Figure 8 shows the electrolysis
time-dependent infrared spectrum for electrocatalytic CO2

reduction on NDDL/Si RA electrode at −1.0 V, where the
signal of CO2 saturated NaHCO3 solution was used as the
background. No peak can be observed from the infrared
spectrum until electrolysis started. The upward band at 2431
and 2462 cm−1 is associated with CO2. Its intensity increases as
the electrolysis time increases, illustrating the gradual
consumption of CO2. The peak at 1307 cm−1 is attributed to
OOC−COO.27 Its intensity also increases initially during the
first 30 min and then almost remains unchanged for further
electrolysis, suggesting OOC−COO may be the intermediate
of CO2 reduction. The band related to C−H of CH3 is detected
at 1450 cm−1. The formation of COO− can be verified from the
peaks at 1352 and 1580 cm−1 (bridge-bonded and dissolved
form).28 In addition, the peaks related to C−H and C−OH are
observed at 1116 and 1036 cm−1, respectively.
On the basis of the results of infrared spectrum and products

detected, along with mechanism reported,5 the possible
pathway for electrochemical reduction of CO2 on NDDL/Si
RA electrode is proposed as follows (Figure 9). First, CO2 is

adsorbed on the electrode surface and reduced to CO2
•−.

Subsequently, (1) the CO2
•− radical is protonated by the

proton from HCO3
− and electrochemically reduced to

(HCOO)abs, leading to the formation of formate; (2) since
the kinetics for CO2

•− formation is fast (based on the
mechanism that single-electron transfer to CO2 to generate
CO2

•− prior to a chemical rate-determining step), the formed
CO2

•− radical can combine with another one and generate
OOC−COO. The OOC−COO is then protonated and further
reduced, resulting in the production of acetate (this pathway is

Figure 7. (a) Tafel plot for acetate production; (b) current density for
CO2 reduction versus NaHCO3 concentration at −1.0 V.

Figure 8. In situ infrared spectrum of CO2 reduction on NDDL/Si RA
electrode at −1.0 V with different electrolysis time (CO2 saturated 0.5
mol L−1 NaHCO3 solution).

Figure 9. Schematic pathway for electrocatalytic CO2 reduction on
NDDL/Si RA electrode.
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also supported by the result of oxalate reduction at NDDL/Si
RA electrode, which shows acetate is the reduction product of
oxalate, details in Supporting Information). Here, the
production rate of acetate is greater than that of formate,
which may be due to that the kinetics for CO2 → CO2

•− and/
or C−C coupling is faster than CO2

•− protonation.26 It has
been reported that CO2 was reduced to C1 products on N-
doped graphitc carbon (HCOOH, CO) or B-doped diamond
electrodes (HCHO).18,19,21 It can be deduced that N-doping or
sp3-C individual may be not responsible for the high acetate
selectivity of NDD/Si RA electrode. The high acetate selectivity
of NDD/Si RA electrode is probably correlated to the intrinsic
property of NDD. Further studies are required to understand
the origin of acetate selectivity.
The high electrocatalytic activity of NDDL/Si RA electrode

can be attributed to several factors. As evident from the
electrocatalytic activity of NDDL/Si RA with different N
contents, a fine balance between N content and hydrogen
evolution potential is essential for achieving high performance
for electrochemical CO2 reduction. Some recent studies for
related carbon materials show N-doping can induce defect sites
and the doped N atoms can polarize the adjacent carbon
atoms.29,30 The resulted positively charged carbon atoms and
defects may promote CO2 adsorption onto the catalytic
surfaces and stabilize the produced CO2

•− through electronic
interaction, thereby reducing the energy barrier and facilitating
CO2 reduction. Moreover, NDDL/Si RA electrode has a high
overpotential for hydrogen evolution, inhibiting H2O reduction
and improving the efficiency for CO2 reduction. According to
the results of CO2 reduction on NDDL/Si RA and NDDH/Si
RA electrodes, N-sp3C is more efficient than N-sp2C for
electrochemical reduction of CO2. The high N-sp3C content of
NDDL/Si RA electrode also contributes to its good activity.
Besides, the vertically aligned rod array structure allows large
area of electrode surface to interact with reactants and provides
direct channels for efficient electron transport during electro-
catalytic CO2 reduction. Therefore, the high electrocatalytic
activity of NDDL/Si RA electrode for CO2 reduction is most
likely originated from its high N content (doping related defect
sites and charge polarization), high overpotential for hydrogen
evolution, and large fraction of N-sp3C, as well as fast electron
transfer.

3. CONCLUSION

In summary, NDD/Si RA, consisting of earth abundant
components, is an efficient and stable nonmetallic material
for electrocatalytic CO2 reduction. It converted CO2 to acetate
and formate with fast kinetics, where production rate of acetate
was 1.65−1.90 times as great as that of formate. Meanwhile,
NDD/Si RA presented notable current efficiency (91.2−91.8%
at −0.8 to −1.0 V) and longevity for electrocatalytic CO2

reduction. The superior performance of NDD/Si RA resulted
from its high hydrogen evolution potential and N-doping,
where N-sp3C was the most active species. Electrokinetic data
and in situ infrared spectrum revealed the pathway for CO2

reduction on NDD/Si RA might be CO2 → CO2
•− →

(COO)2
• → CH3COO

−. This work opens up a new avenue for
the development of carbon-based electrocatalytic material for
CO2 reduction and converting CO2 to C2 products.
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